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THE PERFECT MINDSET VIRTUES

LOVE

Feel love for yourself and what is outside yourself. All of the levels and interconnected
systems, everything. Love God (everything).

CLEAR VISION

See everything as close to its true reality as possible. Know your true desires and any
limiting beliefs which are in your way of achieving them. But also know your limitations in
seeing clear vision.

BE OPEN TO PERFECTION

Be open to achieving your true desires. By being open to them you are sending a message to
all of the other connected systems and levels of your wishes. But at the same time do not be
bound by your version of good. For what God (the overall system) has in store for you could
be greater than you could ever imagine.

YOU ARE READY NOW

You are ready now to live a life of perfection. You are ready now to live your true desires
which are possible in the present moment. You have many true desires which you can have
now, most of our deepest desires can be fulfilled now. Those which cannot, can be worked
towards while living a perfect moment.

SURRENDER TO THE CHAOS WITH FAITH

Surrender to the unknown, what may seem like chaos, towards your true desires. All the
while have faith that you will eventually see the order.

DISCOVER THE FLOW STATE

Discover the flow state which leads you towards your true desires. Sometimes the flow will
lead you away from what you seek as it is not your true desire, or because you are not yet
ready for a particular true desire. Other times you will find the flow state allows your true
desires to manifest seamlessly. Work towards the flow state of achieving your true desires.
Once you are in the flow state, enjoy the gifts of the universe and of your true desires for as
long as they are your true desires. This will keep you in the flow state. For when you enjoy
the gifts given to you, the universe realises that you are ready for your true desires and will
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send you more. When you stop enjoying these gifts or you refuse them, the universe will
believe they are no longer your true desires, or you are not ready for them after all and you
will no longer remain in the flow state when it comes to easily manifesting this desire.

UNCOVER THE GREATNESS

Uncover the greatness in the world. Uncover your true desires in this moment.

SEE THE ORDER

See the order. How everything has worked out perfectly, and that even when there were
times which appeared like chaos, there was actually order.

*When all of the above steps are followed, one is self-actualised.


